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Ideal for

BENEFITS

 No leakage

 Reduces collecting cost

 Uses minimal floor space

 Indoor use: garage, warehouse

 Outdoor use: open or fenced-in spaces, parking lots

 Gravity-operated opening latch

 3-hour or less installation time

 Safe operating area

 High output compaction

 Wind-resistant design allows waste to 
 stay put

 Deters scavengers and insects

 Reduces fire risks

 Low-maintenance

MIK6  is compatible with most front-loading garbage trucks.  Its 
low profile allows truck drivers to have a clear view of the unit to 
avoid accidents and damage.  A  24’’ x 36’’ loading door enables 
large garbage bag tossing with a ground clearance of only 36’’.

This unique compactor was designed to reduce the frequency of 
your wet and dry waste collection. This unit can be set up outside 
or inside your premises.   Its curved top facilitates water and snow 
drainage.
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Mini self-contained 
compactor

MIK6

- Semi-automatic system

- Activation switch

- Secure shut-off mode

- Emergency stop button

- Green indicator light

- On/Off Key switch

- Multi cycle

-Unit walls:  3/16’’ with U-profile structure framing

-Unit floor:  3/8‘’, 3’’ raised

-Ram face:  3/16” with 3/8’’ reinforcements

-Ram base, top and walls:  3/16’’ 

-Heavy duty rubber scraper on ram

-Two 2 ½’’ diameter industrial cylinders

-Ram penetration: 6’’

-Cleaning hatch

-Cycle time: 33 sec.

-11-Ga walls and floor with U-shaped reinforcement

-Longitudinal braces: 3’’ x 5’’ x 3/16’’

-11-Ga curved top

-Lid closure hooks

-Leak-proof construction

-Total weight: 2250 lbs

Control Panel

Hydraulic unit

- Odor-control system

- Ground guide rails

- Connecting waste chute

Options

Compactor section 0,4 vg

Container section 6 vg
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Industek reserves the right to update or modify some of the specifications included in this document, in order to improve product performance.

- Motor: 3 hp, 1800 rpm,   

 208/230/430/600V  3-phase

- Pump: 3 GPM

- Reservoir: 18 L

- Operating pressure: 1800 psi

- Maximum pressure: 2100 psi

- Suction strainer

- Temperature and oil level 

 indicator

- Pressure manometer


